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Materi Ujian : Bahasa Inggris Bagian 1 Jumlah Soal : 50



Young people and older people do not always agree. They sometimes have different ideas about living, working and playing. But in one special program in New York State, adults and teenagers live together in people. Each summer 200 teenagers and 50 adults live together for eight weeks as members of a special work group. Everyone works several hours each day. The aim is not just to keep busy. It is to find meanings and enjoyment in work. Some teenagers work in the woods or on the farms near the village. Some learn to make furniture and to build houses. The adults teach them skills. There are several free hours each day. Weekends are free hours each day. Weekends are free, too. During the free hours some of the teenagers learn photography or painting. Others sit around and talk or sing. Each teenager chooses his own way to spend his free time. When people live together, rules are always necessary. In this program the teenagers and the adults make the rules together. If someone breaks a rule, the problem goes before the whole group. The group discusses the problem. They ask,” Why did happen? What should we do about it?” One of the teenagers has his to say about the experience: “You stop thinking only about yourself. You learn how to think about the group.” 1.



Which of the following tells us that the program in successful? (A) Everyone works several hours each day (B) Rules are always necessary (C) Weekends are free (D) You stop thinking about yourself (E) The adults teach the teenagers new skills



2. In the group discussions the teenagers. …………. (A) decide who has to do what job (B) want to know how things should be done (C) have no change to explain why they act differently (D) discuss how they will spend their free time (E) discuss how rules are made 3. Which of the following statements is NOT TRUE according to the passage? (A) Each summer young people and older people live together (B) Each teenager decides how he will spend his free time (C) The teenagers learn skills from the adults (D) Keeping busy is the aim of the program (E) Young people and older people always disagree



[email protected] All Rights Reserved 4. In the program, everybody …………. (A) has to obey the rules they have made together (B) is free to do what he wants to (C) has to learn to make furniture and built houses (D) works during the whole week (E) has to live on a farm far from town 5. “It” in What should we do about it? (line 13) refers to ………. (A) the making of the rules (B) the special program in New York State (C) the problem
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(D) the rule (E) young people and older people living together in peace



The memory trace is the term for whatever is the internal stored in the memory. Assumed to have been made by structural changes in the brain, the memory trace is not subject to direct observation but is rather a theoretical construct that we use to speculate about how information presented at particular time can cause performance at a later time. Most theories include the strength of the memory trace as a variable in the degree of learning, retention and retrieval possible for a memory. One theory is that a fantastic capacity for storage in the brain is the result of an almost unlimited combination of inter- connections between brain cells, stimulated by patterns of activity. Repeated references to the same information supports recall. One to say that another way, improved performance is the result of strengthening the chemical bonds in the memory. 6. With what topic is the passage mainly concerned? (A) Memory Trace (B) Brain Cell (C) Brain Capacity (D) Memorable Events (E) Stimulating Memory 7.



According to the passage, the capacity for the storage in the brain? (A) Can be understood by examining the physiology (B) Is stimulated by the patterns of activity (C) Has a limited combination of relationship (D) Is not influenced by repetition (E) Is the result of limited combination of inter- connection between brain cells



8. All of the following are true of a memory trace, EXCEPT …….. (A) It is probably made by structural changes in the brain (B) It is able to be observed (C) It is a theoretical construct (D) It is a related to the degree of recall (E) It is not subject to direct observation



Heat stroke is a sudden, uncontrolled rise in body temperature. It is a ……(9)….. that results from the human body not being able to …..(10)…… fluid lost trough perspiration. If the lost fluids …….(11)…….. then dehydration occurs and this leads to decrease in blood. 9. (A) reaction



(B) react (C) reacting 10. (A) break



(B) change (C) gain



(D) reacting (E) reacted



(D) dump (E) replace



11. (A) not replace (B) do not replace (C) are not replacing (D) are not replaced (E) have not replaced Some Indians of the American Southwest created towns called pueblos. They built these towns at places in the desert where they found water. Like the desert groups of the Sahara’s the pueblo Indians were made up of several different groups whose ways of life were not exactly the same. The Indians of the pueblos grew as much of their food as possible. Maize (Indian Corn), beans, and pumpkins were among crops usually grown at the pueblos. They hunted for meat, and they tamed animals to raise for food. Wild Turkeys were one kind of animal by the pueblo Indians. They also made jewelry, pots, and baskets. The jewelry, pots and baskets they made were often used to trade at other pueblos. They traded for the things needed or wanted and could not make themselves.
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The pueblo Indians built large towns. Their pueblo houses are built like apartment houses with the living areas connected together. The houses are built of stone or adobe , and they are sometimes four or five storey high. Two of these houses can be found in the pueblo in Pecos New Mexico. One has 585 rooms and the other has 517 rooms. Many pueblo Indians still and work in the desert. In New Mexico, nineteen cities are still being lived in. Although the insiders of the pueblo houses have been made more modern, they are much the same as they were before the United States was founded. Two buildings of one of the pueblos at Taos, New Mexico, are over eight hundred years old. They were built three hundred years before Columbus sailed to the Americas. Like the oasis dwellers of the Sahara’s, the pueblo Indian sometimes traded with and were often raided by the nomads of the American desert. 12. The story is a about ………… (A) The American Southwest (B) Pueblo Indians (C) Living in the desert (D) Indian towns (E) Farming in the desert 13. Which of the following statements is NOT TRUE about the Pueblo Indians? (A) They could produce everything and hunting (B) They lived from the farming and hunting (C) They traded their handicraft products (D) They domesticated wild turkeys (E) They consisted of slightly different cultural groups 14. Which of the following is TRUE about Pueblo Houses? (A) They are built and constructed (B) They look like skyscrapers (C) Their inside are just like modern houses (D) They are constructed like apartment (E) They are no longer inhabited by the Indians



[email protected] All Rights Reserved 15. When were the first pueblo houses built? (A) When Columbus discovered America (B) At the time New Mexico was founded (C) Under the government of the United States (D) Three hundred years before America was founded (E) More than eight centuries ago 16. From the text we may conclude that …………. (A) There are no Pueblo Indians anymore today (B) Pueblo town are now completely deserted (C) The Pueblo culture has so far been preserved (D) Mexico is now the centre of the Pueblo cultures (E) Mexican originated from the pueblo Indians



Ultraviolet light means the invisible part of the spectrum beyond violet. This light has always been regarded as very useful because it is used to cure certain skin diseases, kill bacteria, detect counterfeit money, form vitamins, etc. Along with the increasingly extensive use of computers in financial activities, ultraviolet light has been widely applied by banks to identify the signatures of their customers in passbooks. When a customer opens a new account with a bank, the bank teller always asks him to sign on a card placed in the signature will be left; this can be used to compare with signature on the customer’s withdraw slip under ultraviolet light. Ultraviolet light certainly has many practical applications, but it may also be harmful to human beings on some occasions. To everyone’s knowledge, the direct impact of the light on the eyes for an excessive length of time may blind a person.
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Even though it can cure certain skin diseases, it is also very harmful to the skin. A study just completed in the United States says that the light my cause skin cancer. The ultraviolet rays of the sun have been ranked as the third most dangerous cancer-causing agent after alcohol and tobacco. It is high time to warn sun-worshippers in the quest for a bronzed look to careful of excessive and uncontrolled exposure to the sun. 17. We may conclude that the main information of the text is about ……… (A) the advantages and disadvantages of ultraviolet light (B) the use of ultraviolet light in business (C) the application of ultraviolet light in people’s lives (D) the effect of ultraviolet rays on human being (E) the danger of ultraviolet light to people’s health 18. Which of the following statements about ultraviolet light is TRUE according to the text? (A) Ultraviolet is used by banks for computers (B) The position of ultraviolet rays is above the spectrum (C) Skin diseases can only be caused by ultraviolet rays (D) Ultraviolet light, which is part of the spectrum, cannot be seen (E) Ultraviolet light is one of the existing vitamins 19. We may conclude that the writer’s main purpose in writing the text is to……….. (A) encourage people to get the best advantage of ultraviolet rays (B) introduce the effective use the alarming dangers light in banks (C) explain that sunrays consist of violet and ultraviolet rays (D) Warn people against the alarming dangers caused by sunrays (E) Ask people to avoid the use of ultraviolet light as much as possible 20. The benefit from ultraviolet rays as they can ………. (A) sign customer’s passbooks (B) detect false signatures (C) cure a particular kind of cancer (D) check customer’s deposits (E) be a component in medicines



21. Ultraviolet rays may endanger people who……….. (A) take vitamins regularly (B) stay indoors (C) have skin cancer (D) consume alcohol and tobacco (E) like sun –bathing



Many years ago as a young doctor in London, I had among a patient a retired school teacher suffering from an incurable disorder. He lodged with a working class family in a Paddington housing. Something about this poor old man impressed me, perhaps the quit , uncomplaining cheerfulness that seemed to radiate from his small shrunken figure and bright brown eyes; at least I visited him oftener than necessity demanded. When summer came, I obtained money for him from a welfare organization so that he might escape from the crowded city and spend a month at the seaside. I know he loved the sea. Ten days later I met him, looking tired and drawn, in that dirty Paddington street. Astonished, I asked him why he had not gone away. It was some time before the admission came: rather than take the holiday himself, he had sent his land lady’s children instead. As I blamed him for what he had done, he heard me in silence, gave me finally an odd smile. “Doctor, “he said, “ it does one good sometimes … to do without.” 22. Why was the doctor impressed by the old man? (A) was very poor (B) was seriously ill (C) always looked cheerful (D) has bright brown eyes (E) was retired
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23. “At least I visited him oftener than necessity demanded” in line 5 means that…………… (A) The doctor visited the old man whenever it was necessary (B) It was necessary that the doctor visited the old man everyday (C) The old man demanded that the doctor visited him very often (D) It was at least necessary that a doctor visited him oftener (E) The doctor visited the old man frequently 24. The money that the doctor obtained from an organization………. (A) was spent up by the doctor (B) was meant for the landlady’s children (C) was used to pay for the old man’s medicine (D) should have been used by the old man himself (E) was a meant which the old man escaped 25. Why was the doctor surprised to see the old man still in London ten days later?. Because………. (A) the doctor already given the old man the money (B) the old man still looked sick (C) the old man looked tired and drawn (D) the old man was supposed to be away at the sea side (E) the doctor did not want to see the old man for a month



We often think it very funny if a film shows a women or a girl screaming and running in fright at the sight of a mouse or a cockroach. But we don’t consider our own little, secret fears a laughing matter. Perhaps you shiver at the sight of a snake or an eel, cannot bear to hear the sound of jagged metal rubbing against metal, or feel uneasy in a lift. Fortunately, most of us suffer only a mild from of fright about certain things. According to psychiatrists, this is quite normal. It becomes a problem only when the fear develops into a mental condition that affects all aspects of person’s life. Studies of thousands of people with an abnormal dread show that every time they think about – or come into contact with – the subject of their fear, they show all the physical signs of a person who is facing serious danger : a racing heart, dry mouth, cold sweat and weak knees. Doctors and psychiatrists welcome publicity about phobias, for this help to convince their patients that their fears are not unique. It reassures the patients to know that there are other people who are afraid of the same thing, and it makes the patients more willing to try to understand what is causing their fear. Once they realize what in their subconscious is causing their fear, they are half-way to being cured. Psychiatrist believe that these unreasonable fears are caused by deep-seated reasons, perhaps a terrifying experience during childhood. One typical case was Mrs. Mary Bachelor, a London housewife who suffered from agoraphobia (fears of open spaces). For twenty-three years, she remains indoors. Following publicity about other agoraphobia cases, she was persuaded to go out for the first time to watch her son perform with a pop group. Most of us suffer from claustrophobia (fear of being in closed areas) in a mild way, but the real sufferers go about in great fear of being trapped without escape in a lift, in a packed train or in an aircraft. Altogether, there are a hundred and thirty phobias listed in the medical dictionary, ranging from acrophobia (fear of heights) to xenophobia (morbid dislike of foreigners). Some phobias are very odd indeed. There are cases of people who turn cold with terror at the sight of a cabbage leaf, run away in fright at the sight of a bird or faint when they hear a dog bark. There was even a man who refused to eat anything that he knew had been touched by someone who had handled matches. 26. ‘deep seated reasons’ (line …) most likely means reasons that are _____.



(A) long forgotten (B) difficult to choose (C) not easy to handle (D) difficult to realize (E) flexible to change 27. Fear of certain things will become a problem when the fear _____



(A) disturbs all aspects of the sufferer’s life (B) is influenced by a person’s personality (C) develops mentally or physically (D) is reflected in a person’s daily life (E) makes the sufferer unfriendly to others
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28. The following statements may be the purposes of the writer in writing the text, EXCEPT



_____. (A) to explain the causes of different kinds of phobias (B) to convince people about the importance of publicity about phobias (C) to inform people how to overcome their abnormal fears (D) to persuade people with abnormal fears to talk to psychiatrist (E) to inform people about different kinds of phobias 29. To cure their phobias, patients _____.



(A) should take their unusual fear seriously (B) may have to consider publicity of their fears (C) determine the dangers caused by their phobias (D) try to convince their doctors of their secret fears (E) try to understand the real cause of their phobias 30. In which of the following combined courses would this passage probably be used as assigned reading? (A) psychology / sociology (B) medicine / biology (C) philosophy /medicine (D) psychology / medicine (E) sociology / biology



One day a farmer, who was well known is his village as a very mean man, said,” will give three meals and twenty five pence to anyone who is willing to do a day’s work for me”. This offer was accepted by a hungry tramp, who was more interested in the meals that the money. “You can have your breakfast first”, said the farmer,” and then you can start work”. After the farmer had given him a very small breakfast, he said , Now you can have your dinner. This will save us a lot of time.” What would you say to having supper also while you are about it?”. “I will try”, replied the tramp,” to enjoy another meal”. Then he had his supper, which again was not a very filling meal. When it was cover, the farmer looked very pleased and said,” Now you can do along day’s work”. “No thank you”, was the tramps reply, as he rose to leave. “I never work after supper’! 31. What is a tramp according to the passage?



A tramp is ………… (A) a person who works for a farmer (B) a homeless person going from place to place (C) a very hungry person (D) a person who is interested in farming (E) one who needs a jobs 32. “While you are about it”, Means ……….. (A) while the tramp is working (B) when the tramp is at his farm (C) if the tramp is still hungry (D) while the tramp is eating (E) when the tramp begins to work 33. Which of these statements is true according to the passage above? (A) The farmer was a generous man (B) The tramp started to work after having supper (C) The tramp enjoyed the meals very much (D) The tramp was able to eat three meals because none of them was big (E) The farmer wanted to help the tramp 34. The tramp was willing to work for the farmer ………. (A) because he felt very hungry (B) because he liked the job (C) because he needed twenty five pence (D) because the farmer was a generous man
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(E) because the farmer was well-known



There are basically two kinds of printer considering these days for use with a small home or business computer, but of them of the impact variety, that is, those which strike through an inked ribbon in order to deposit the impression on the paper. The first, and by far and the most popular, is the dot metric variety, which is cheaper and faster than the second type, the formed character printer. This letter type, characterized by its use of a’ daisy wheel’ arrangement, while suffering from the disadvantages mentioned, as well as from a lack of ability to reproduce graphics, is the only kind so far which can offer quick changes of type style or size and which gives professional quality printing. 35. What is an impact printer? (A) A printer which is used an inked ribbon (B) Aprinter which makes impressionable (C) A printer which use business computer (D) The only printers available for computers (E) The only printer which is cheaper and faster 36. It may be inferred from the passage that ………. (A) all impact printers are cheap (B) some computer printers are not impact printers (C) dot- matrix printers were the first impact printers (D) impact printers can only be used with small computers (E) some computer printers are expensive 37. Formed- character printers have the advantage offer dot- matrix printers of ………..



cost(D) printing excellence speed (E) excellent size graphics production When babies are born they always have blue eyes. This is ……(38)…..The melanin, the pigment that colors the eyes, is not the surface of the iris. Instead, it is within the crease of the iris. Because there is little melanin on the surface of the iris, the eyes …….(39)…… blue. After a few months, the melanin moves to the …...(40)….. of the iris. It is the amount of melanin on the surface that determines a person’s …..(41) …… eye color, so it is at this point that a baby’s eyes develop the color they will have for a lifetime. 38. (A) because of



(B) although (C) so 39. (A) apparition



(B) appear (C) apparent 40. (A) surface



(B) amount (C) surplus 41. (A) persuaded



(B) permanence (C) complete



(D) because (E) unless



(D) appearance (E) apparently



(D) underneath (E) beneath



(D) concrete (E) permanent



What do you call the card in your wallet that lets you ……(42)…… cash money from ATM and make ……(43) …… without using credit. The answer is a debit card. …(44)……. If you said a check card or an enhanced ATM card even an express checking card you could be …..(45)…… as well. …..(46)…….. banks call debit cards different think. 42. (A) withdraw



(B) conserve (C) save 43. (A) selling



(B) lending



(D) send (E) borrow



(D) borrowing (E) investing
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(C) purchase 44. (A) but



(B) (C) (D) (E)



if when while whereas



45. (A) similar



(B) (C) (D) (E)



like right wrong false



46. (A) differ



(B) (C) (D) (E)



differing difference different differentiate



Measles, a childhood disease, has caused sufferings to mankind for thousands of years. However, the search for an effective measles vaccine lasted two hundred years and has finally ended in success. Now, for the first time, measles is a preventable disease. You may ask,” How is this important to children? Every year measles kills twice as many Americans as polio now does. More children die from measles than from any other common childhood disease. Also complications of some degree occur in about one child out of six. Most complications include pneumonia and ear disorders. Another after –effect of measles-brain damage is less common, but it can have such serious consequences that it deserves special attention. Brain damage due to measles sounds like something far away from our experience. In reality, it is not. Like any other in jury, damage to the brain can be very slight or very severe. It is quite possible that we have never seen or heard a child who has severe brain damage the child would either have died or would be in an institution. However, in medical research a relation has been found between measles and such things as behavior problem, personality changes and dulling of mental ability. For example, a child may be had tempered or a little slow to learn after he has recovered from measles.



47. The main information of the text is that ……. (A) measles has been a disease for thousands of years (B) after 200 years of research, an effective measles vaccine was found (C) measles is a serious disease greatly neglected in the past (D) a lot research was done on the complications of measles (E) measles may have bad effects on children who get the disease 48. Which of the following statements is TRUE about measles? (A) The number of children in the USA killed by measles is smaller than that killed by polio. (B) Medical research revealed that measles may cause brain damage. (C) In the USA children with brain damage have all been measles patients. (D) Research findings show that pneumonia and ear disorder may causes measles. (E) Children who get measles will have measles,will have pneumonia and ear disorders at the same time. 49. Which of the following is NOT an after effect of measles? (A) Polio (D) Slow learning (B) Ear disorder (E) Pneumonia (C) Personality changes 50. “Or would be in an institution” (paragraph 3).



The underlined word means …….. (A) an orphanage (D) a company (B) a hospital (E) a public (C) a rehabilitation
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